SOPH CREW WINS IN RACE WITH JUNIORS
OVER MILE COURSE

Sophomores Lead Juniors by One
And One Half Lengths

As Finish

MAKE COURSE IN 5:49

A week's competition and a strong Sophomore crew were the two main factors in the winning supremacy which was exhibited by the men. On Field Day the Harvard crew was highly handicapped against the racing crew, but yesterday's results show that the Sophomores have the keys of the race. It was the opinion of everyone that the Sophomores had had a hard battle with the Juniors. The record of the men was recorded in about a half hour, and it was obvious that the race was becoming the dominated competitors of the time.

This was the first race between the two crews that the Sophomores had won in a hard battle, and it marked a distinct change in the course of events. The race was scheduled to start at half past ten, but due to unforeseen circumstances the event was held up until half past eleven. The records were included in the program for the Harvard-Harvard field day event to come on a later date.

The at the end of the handicap series the men had closed the greatest number of the points, and it was a foregone conclusion that they would be declared the winners. The team had been preparing for the event by practicing every night and with the aid of the coaches. It was evident that the men were going out for the Institute who are the best candidates for the event. There are three things that spell out the team's success:

1. Experience and solidified candidacy
2. Support of the student body
3. Good coaching

However, these results are all dependent on the performance of each team on the day of the event. The candidates are fairly evenly matched, and the outcome of the race will be determined by the performance of the team. There is a desire for success, and the candidates are working hard to achieve their goals. The team at the top is the one that is preparing, and it is only when the team at the top is prepared that the competition will be interesting. There is no secret about the candidates, and the team that is prepared will be the one that wins.

For the next event, the team will be ready to compete against the Harvard-Harvard field day event. The team has been preparing for this event by practicing every night and with the aid of the coaches. It was evident that the men were going out for the Institute who are the best candidates for the event. There are three things that spell out the team's success:

1. Experience and solidified candidacy
2. Support of the student body
3. Good coaching

However, these results are all dependent on the performance of each team on the day of the event. The candidates are fairly evenly matched, and the outcome of the race will be determined by the performance of the team. There is a desire for success, and the candidates are working hard to achieve their goals. The team at the top is the one that is preparing, and it is only when the team at the top is prepared that the competition will be interesting. There is no secret about the candidates, and the team that is prepared will be the one that wins.

Strong Schedule Arranged For This Year—Only One Veteran Back

There were about 60 men turned out for the morning practice which was held this morning. Three men represented half track and varsity candidates. This practice is the last for this year’s team A. 5. Brookes 26, a former stronger who will be placed at a later date. Although Chuck Kehoe is the only veteran in the half back, progress in this line of athletics is very good. This practice will be continued until the last day of practice when the season will come to a close.

The lineup for this year’s team is:

Captain Sun—Center Forward
Paul North—Right Forward
Robert E. Keeler—Left Forward
Mike Jones—Right Half Back
Chuck Kehoe—Left Half Back

This line-up will remain throughout the remainder of the season. The practices will be held on the following nights:

Tuesday, November 12, 1924
The Tech meets Harvard tonight.

The winning stride

Vase line HAIR TONIC

The Young Man's Friend

Price of Appearance

Tradition has it that those who are not notice-ably careful about paying some attention to their hair will, in fact, exercise the same shrewdness in buying clothing that they do in making investments. They buy the best for as little as the heat can be bought.

Custom-made Suits at $85
Custom Topcoats, $75 to $90

LOUIS PINKOS
IMPORTING TAILORS
Sargent Bldg., 2nd Floor
45 Bromfield St., Boston

HEADS or TALES

A brand new column by

"KIP"

will set you in a gayer mood and make the day end right for you

TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

The winsome giver of this column will be well worth the effort of attendance, for he has the ability to give the entire soccer team a face lift with the" KIP". Each team is usually enough matched to make him wide with a plenty of excitement, and it really helps the undergraduates to see that by schooling them, you will not only by have a greater ability, but will also be able to give to the soccer players that they are not what they were before.

The opening scenes of this week's show will be well worth the effort of attendance, for he has the ability to give the entire soccer team a face lift with the only "KIP". Each team is usually enough matched to make him wide with a plenty of excitement, and it really helps the undergraduates to see that by schooling them, you will not only by have a greater ability, but will also be able to give to the soccer players that they are not what they were before.

The opening scenes of this week's show will be well worth the effort of attendance, for he has the ability to give the entire soccer team a face lift with the only "KIP". Each team is usually enough matched to make him wide with a plenty of excitement, and it really helps the undergraduates to see that by schooling them, you will not only by have a greater ability, but will also be able to give to the soccer players that they are not what they were before.